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Abstract

With increases in computing power, the once computation-
ally expensive sampling-based methods have been success-
fully applied to solve many hard vision problems of combi-
natorial nature, such as image segmentation, video track-
ing, and object detection. In this paper, we perform pedes-
trian detection using the reversible jump Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) sampling method. A crowd scene
is viewed as a realization of a Marked Point Process (MPP)
that consists of a random set of people in a bounded region.
Each person is associated with a random ‘mark’ that gov-
erns their location and size in the image. To automatically
infer the number of people in the scene and their spatial
locations, RJMCMC is used to sample person hypotheses
from an underlying stochastic process and evaluate them
against the image observation to find the optimal configu-
ration that best explains the image. We further extend the
detector to hypothesize people not in the image plane but
in 3D space, by incorporating multi-view information. The
detection performance of both the single- and multi-view
versions are evaluated on the crowd counting task in the
PETS 2009 dataset.

1. Introduction
We consider people in a crowd scene as a realization of a
Marked Point Process (MPP). An MPP is a stochastic pro-
cess that consists of a random set of points in a bounded
region. People detection is solved by finding the configu-
ration of a point set describing the number of people and
their attributes (location and size) that best explains the im-
age observation. The solution space is of a combinatorial
nature, since for each pixel location there is a possibil-
ity for the presence or absence of a person with a certain
size. We resort to the reversible jump Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (RJMCMC) method to solve this NP-hard problem.
RJMCMC is used as a stochastic optimization scheme to
search the solution space efficiently and to avoid the traps
of local minima. The method not only detects people in the
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Figure 1: Sample detection results on the PETS data with
different crowd densities (top). The sequence is very chal-
lenging, with frequent heavy occlusions (bottom). The de-
tector not only generates an accurate person count but also
achieves high localization accuracy for individuals.

image plane, it is also a general framework that can be eas-
ily modified to detect people in 3D space. We will present
the implementation of both versions and the evaluation re-
sults on the PETS benchmark data for the crowd counting
task to demonstrate its robustness to challenging scenarios
(Figure 1).

2. Related Work
Crowd counting and segmentation have been approached by
many different methods, such as texture or motion analy-
sis [9, 10], and machine learning techniques that classify
observation features into human or background [2]. Our
work is closely related to Bayesian graphical models that
have been used for object detection and recognition [13].
Taking a probabilistic approach allows us to achieve global
optimization by considering contributions from all the peo-
ple in the scene jointly, as opposed to local decision mak-
ing at individual locations in a sliding-window or grid-based
classifier [14].

Marked Point Processes have a close connection with
Markov Random Fields (MRFs). The MPP framework is
more general than MRFs for modeling a varying number
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of randomly located and possibly interacting objects [3].
It overcomes one major limitation of the pixel-wise MRF
model [13] that only local constraints between neighboring
pixels can be encoded, which makes it difficult to model
long-range geometric constraints such as penalties for two
overlapping rectangles. A possible remedy is to build the
MRF upon high-level primitives so that instead of a pixel
being a node in the graph, an image patch can serve as the
base unit. However, construction of MRFs requires knowl-
edge about the number of nodes and their relationship be-
forehand. Hence its applications are limited in scenarios
like pedestrian detection where people are constantly mov-
ing in and out of the scene. One recent extension applicable
to video is dynamic MRFs [7].

MPP models have been used to detect objects in im-
ages [1, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17]. Applications were often
confined to pedagogical, toy “object recognition” examples
where simple shapes such as disks or polygons are recog-
nized from noisy synthetic images, due to difficulties in in-
ference. With increases in computing power, the models
began to appear in real-world applications, such as segment-
ing cells in confocal microscopy images [11, 12], detecting
buildings from Digital Elevation Models [8], and finding
people in crowds [4, 16].

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
general formulation of the pedestrian detection MPP frame-
work in Section 3. Section 4 describes the RJMCMC pro-
cedure that searches for the optimal solution in the image
plane and an extension of the detector to 3D space using
multiple camera views. Section 5 presents experimental re-
sults on the PETS benchmark data for the crowd counting
task. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

3. Problem Formulation
The task of pedestrian detection is illustrated in Figure 2.
The algorithm takes a binary foreground mask as input, gen-
erated by a two-pass background subtraction based on adap-
tive gaussian mixture models (details in Section 5.1). Fol-
lowing previous authors [4, 16], the goal is to place some
rectangle set that fits the foreground mask best, that is, the
set covers the most foreground pixels and the least back-
ground pixels. To find such a rectangular covering, we
need to determine the number of rectangles and their spa-
tial placement, which we refer to as a configuration. Spatial
point processes are suitable for modeling the spatial distri-
bution of an unknown number of objects. An MPP couples
a spatial point process Z with a second process defined over
a “mark” space M such that each point p ∈ Z is associated
with a random mark mp ∈ M . Elements of our MPP con-
sist of an image location p defined on a bounded subset of
R2, together with a mark m = (w, h) defining the width
and height of the rectangle to be placed at point p. More

Figure 2: A: original image. B: binary foreground mask ob-
tained by adaptive background subtraction. After morpho-
logical postprocessing, it becomes the input to the detector.
C: the detector finds the best configuration of a rectangle set
that covers the most foreground pixels and the least back-
ground pixels by RJMCMC. D: the best rectangular cover
overlaid on the original image.

formally, the MPP can be written as

π(o) =
∏

π(oi) =
∏

π(pi)π(wi, hi|pi). (1)

The factorized form comes from the assumption that the
placement of each individual is independent from others.
The second term is a conditional mark process that models
the size of a 2D detection box, conditioned on its spatial lo-
cation. It encodes the relationship between the size of a pro-
jected human body at different image locations, which we
can estimate beforehand for static cameras by computing
the scene geometry: π(w, h) = Nw(µw, σw)∗Nh(µh, σh),
where Nw and Nh are normal distributions. The mean pa-
rameters are estimated by assuming an average person size
and using the provided camera calibration data to compute
the width and height of the projected person at each pixel.

Under the MPP framework, we assume the foreground
mask is generated by this underlying stochastic process.
Finding the best configuration can be done through repeat-
edly drawing a sample from the MPP and comparing it
against the observed foreground mask. First, a synthetic
‘label’ image is computed from the sampled configuration
by setting pixels that are covered by at least one rectan-
gle in the set as foreground pixels. Since both the ‘label’
image and the foreground image are binary masks, com-
paring the two can be done using Bernoulli tests. Denote
Y = {yi} as the foreground mask and X = {xi} the
label image, x, y ∈ {0, 1}. At each image location pi,
f(pi) = qI(·)(1− q)1−I(·), where I(·) is an indicator func-
tion that equals 1 if xi == yi and 0 otherwise. Assuming
independence among pixels, the likelihood function is de-
fined as follows:

logL(Y |X) = log
N∏

i=1

f(pi) = log
N∏

i=1

qI(·)(1− q)1−I(·)

= N0 log q + Ñ0 log(1− q) (2)
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Figure 3: Intermediate results during the RJMCMC iterations in the image plane. Top: accepted proposals. Bottom: rejected
proposals. In a birth or update move, the green arrow indicates the rectangle being added or modified that makes the current
configuration o∗ differ from the configuration ot at the previous iteration. In a death move, the green box indicates the
rectangle that is being removed from ot, and the remaining rectangles constitute o∗.

where N0 is the total number of pixels that have the same
value in the foreground mask and the label image and
Ñ0 = N − N0 is the number of pixels whose value differ
in the two masks. With parameter q ∈ (0.5, 1), the like-
lihood function favors as many successes (agreement be-
tween foreground and label image) as possible in a series
of independent Bernoulli tests at each image location. The
best configuration is thus the one with the highest likelihood
score. However, the search space for all possible configura-
tions is huge and may have many local minima, especially
when there is an unknown number of people in the scene.
We resort to reversible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(RJMCMC) to search for the global optimal configuration
efficiently.

4. Configuration Search by RJMCMC
The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is a class of algo-
rithm originally designed to generate samples from compli-
cated distributions by constructing a Markov Chain with the
target distribution π(θ) as its equilibrium distribution [5].
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is one popular method
to simulate the desired Markov Chain. Starting with some
initial state, the algorithm proposes a new state θ∗ from a
proposal distribution Q(θ∗|θ) that depends on the current
state θ. The proposed state is accepted as the next state in
the Markov Chain with acceptance probability

α(θt, θ∗) = min(1,
π(θ∗)
π(θ)

Q(θ|θ∗)
Q(θ∗|θ)

). (3)

RJMCMC [6] is an extension of the basic Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm that can explore configurations of dif-
ferent dimensionality, in our case, different numbers of peo-
ple. The proposal function is the key to efficient search
of the solution space. We adopt a data-driven approach
and design highly informative proposals based on the ob-
served foreground mask. Hence, the RJMCMC iterations
can be viewed as a stochastic hypothesis and testing proce-
dure [17].

To generate configuration hypotheses, we have designed
three simple proposals: birth, death and update. Among
the three, birth and death proposals are a pair of reversible
jump moves because adding or deleting a rectangle from the
current configuration causes a dimension change. Denote
ot = {ot

1, . . . , o
t
m} as the current state at iteration t that con-

sists of m rectangles at different locations and of possibly
different sizes, parameterized by (pi, wi, hi). A new config-
uration o∗ is proposed by first choosing one move from all
three candidates according to a move probability distribu-
tion that is essentially a uniform distribution, but adapted to
the current configuration for better efficiency. For example,
if the current person count is zero (m = 0), only the birth
move is allowed. We now describe each proposal in detail.

Birth/Death proposal. During each birth move, a point
and mark are added to the current configuration by sampling
a centroid location according to the foreground mask, which
makes it a data-driven proposal. The width and height are
Gaussian distributions sampled from the conditional mark
process indexed by image locations. The proposed config-
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Figure 4: Foreground masks from View1 (A) and View2 (B)
are projected to the centroid-plane to create a fused proposal
map (C). Red dots are proposed locations in one iteration of
RJMCMC. Locations in the brighter areas are more likely
to give rise to new human hypotheses.

uration hypothesis is o∗ = {ot, om+1}. The reverse move
of birth is death. The death proposal chooses one rectan-
gle uniformly at random (u.a.r.) from the current rectangles
and removes it from the configuration. The dimension of
the proposed hypothesis configuration increases by one for
a birth and decreases by one for a death.

Update proposal. The update proposal keeps the dimen-
sion of the current configuration untouched but generates a
new hypothesis by making local adjustments to an existing
detection. Specifically, a rectangle is chosen u.a.r. from ot

and either its location or mark parameters are modified. Lo-
cation update is done as a random walk around the current
center. Modification of the mark is done by sampling from
the corresponding conditional mark process associated with
the current location. The update proposal is its own reverse
move.

Each newly proposed configuration is accepted with
probability α as defined in Eqn. 3, where π(o∗) ∝
logL(Y |X∗). Here again, Y is the foreground mask and
X∗ is the synthetic label image generated from the pro-
posed configuration o∗. Notice that the proposed hypothe-
sis o∗ only differs from the current state ot by one rectangle
r. Although this limits the algorithm to explore the search
space locally between successive steps, it greatly simplifies
the computation of the acceptance probability. Because the
label image X∗ only differs from the previous label image
Xt at the region covered by r, only those terms associated
with pixels within that region will contribute to the compu-
tation of the log-likelihood ratio (Eqn. 3). Other terms are
the same for both the numerator and the denominator so that
they cancel out. Figure 3 illustrates sample birth, death, and
update proposals at different iterations during one round of
RJMCMC.

Multi-view extension. Our stochastic approach pro-
vides a uniform framework for detection using single-view
and multi-view information. We now describe a straight-
forward extension from the aforementioned proposals to in-
corporate multi-view observations. We only use View1 and
View2 from the sequence for illustration. One does not ben-
efit much from the other two views as people are rather
small in those images and not well-separated.

Firstly, the foreground masks from both views are pro-
jected to the centroid-plane, the plane that is half of an
average-person-height above the ground plane. We did not
choose the ground plane as the reference plane because we
found feet do not get detected easily from background sub-
traction and even when they came out nicely in the fore-
ground mask, they are usually separated when people are
walking. To create the fused proposal map, we first use
backward bilinear interpolation to warp the individual fore-
ground masks into the centroid plane and average them to-
gether. During the birth proposal, we hypothesize person lo-
cations in the centroid-plane based on the fused foreground
mask (Figure 4). Similarly, the location update also happens
in the centroid-plane. To compute the acceptance probabil-
ity, we backproject the hypothesized person to individual
views and compute the log-likehood ratio as the summation
of ratios from two image views.

5. Experimental Results
We evaluate our method on person counting task from the
PETS 2009 dataset. Before we present our evaluation re-
sults, we first briefly describe how we generate the input
foreground mask by a two-pass adaptive background sub-
traction.

5.1 Background Subtraction
Adaptive background subtraction is a well-studied area. We
use a standard approach that maintains a mixture of Gaus-
sians color model at each pixel [15], based on publicly avail-
able code due to Zivkovic [18]. However, it is well known
that this approach does not handle sudden global illumi-
nation changes well, such as the sun coming out from be-
hind clouds. For a pre-recorded sequence such as the PETS
dataset, we use a forward-backward approach to compute
foreground masks. Adaptive background subtraction is run
forward in time from the first frame to last of the sequence,
and a second process runs backward in time from the last
frame to first. Assume a rapid change in illumination oc-
curs at time T, with gradual illumination changes before and
after that. The forward background subtraction pass will
produce clean foreground masks for times less than T and
then suffer degraded performance at time T before gradu-
ally recovering. Likewise, the backward pass will produce
clean foreground masks for times greater than T, but suffer
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Figure 5: Example showing that forward-backward pro-
cessing produces improved foreground masks during a sud-
den, global change in scene illumination. Row 1: frame 20,
near beginning of an illumination change. Row 2: frame
40, near middle of the change. Row 3: frame 60, near end
of the global illumination change. Column 1: foreground
mask produced by running adaptive background subtraction
forward in time. Column 2: foreground mask produced by
running background subtraction backwards in time. Col-
umn 3: Results produced by combining both forward and
backward masks.

degraded results for a short period of time before T. Com-
bining both the foreground and background masks with an
AND operator tends to produce greatly improved masks
both before, during and after the illumination change (see
Figure 5). Although it may seem at first glance that this
strategy is limited to batch processing, if a one to two sec-
ond delay is acceptable then forward-backward processing
methods can be performed on real-time camera streams by
using a sliding temporal window approach [19].

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation

We evaluate the single- and multi-view detectors on the
PETS crowd counting task. Person counts for the S1.L1.13-
57 sequence are shown in Figure 6. The detected count cap-
tures the trend of count change very well and is quite close
to the ground truth count for individual frames. The multi-
view version performed worse in this case. Similar observa-
tions were reported in a previous paper [14], partly because
the camera setting does not provide a full, wide-angle cover-
age like in a smart room, and because all people are densely
clustered together within the field of view. Furthermore,
our current implementation of multi-view proposals is very
primitive. Because we propose detections in the centroid-

Figure 6: Person counts in the test region R0 for individual
frames from PETS sequence S1.L1 using both single- and
multi-view.

plane, a small error in the centroid estimate will cause big
displacement in the image plane during backprojection, and
together with noisy foreground masks, causes imprecision
in the localization results as compared to the single-view
detector. We plan to develop more sophisticated schemes

Figure 7: Empirical convergence analysis for RJMCMC on
two frames of 9 (dashed line) and 32 (solid line) people.
The ground truth, single-view, and multi-view counts are
colored in red, blue, and green respectively. The person
count estimates converge quickly.

that take better advantage of multi-view constraints such as
proposing update moves along the epipolar line. We caution
that the overall count in a test region is a very crude perfor-
mance measure as an algorithm that overestimates the count
in one part of the region and underestimates in another can
still get high overall accuracy. Hence we also show sample
localization results in Figure 8.

We also conducted empirical convergence analysis of our
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sampling procedure. As shown in Figure 7, the estimated
person count converges quickly, usually under 1000 itera-
tions, especially for low density crowds. In general, dense
crowds need more iterations. As expected, multi-view takes
a longer time to converge than single-view because the best
decision has to be made by balancing observations from
multiple information sources.

6. Conclusions
We have presented a pedestrian detection method based on
inferencing from a Marked Point Process that optimizes es-
timates of the number of people and their locations jointly,
and have extended it to work for multi-view data. The
sampling-based approach provides a uniform framework for
detection within single and multiple views. Quantitative
evaluation on the PETS crowd counting sequence demon-
strates it is a viable method for handling the challenges
of person detection under occlusion and for fusing multi-
sensor information. It produces relatively accurate person
counts and localization, and is robust against error in back-
ground subtraction. We plan to test the method on other
PETS tasks and to further investigate alternative 3D pro-
posals that exploit the multi-view geometry constraint more
effectively.
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Figure 8: Sample detection results on PETS data in both image plane(left) and 3D space (right) using View1 and View2.
Detections are overlaid with the original frame and the foreground mask. In View1, detections in the three test regions R0,
R1 and R2 are colored in yellow, red and green respectively.
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